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HierarchiesHierarchies

2-3 Hierarchies2-3 Hierarchies

PyramidsPyramids

Weak HierarchiesWeak Hierarchies

DidayDiday 1984-86, 1984-86, Fichet Fichet 1987 1987

BertrandBertrand 2002 2002

BandeltBandelt, Dress 1989, Dress 1989
DiattaDiatta,, Fichet Fichet 1994 1994

ContextContext
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WeWe  recallrecall  somesome  definitionsdefinitions  relatedrelated to  to thethe  hierarchicalhierarchical
case case thatthat  willwill  bebe  extendedextended to  to thethe 2-3  2-3 hierarchieshierarchies::

A1
A2

B

•• HierarchyHierarchy::  -  - eacheach cluster  cluster isis  nonemptynonempty

- - eacheach pair of clusters (A,B)  pair of clusters (A,B) isis  hierarchicalhierarchical::
AA∩∩BB∈∈{∅∅,A,B,A,B}

          RemarkRemark: : - - admitsadmits  atat  mostmost n-1 non trivial clusters n-1 non trivial clusters

 -  - E E andand the the singletons are clusters singletons are clusters

          Indexed hierarchyIndexed hierarchy::
- - each each cluster cluster is associated to is associated to a positive a positive real numberreal number  f f , , 

)()(,, BfAfBASBA <⇒⊂∈∀wherewhere  

Hierarchies Hierarchies (1/3)(1/3)
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VocabularyVocabulary::

Ebaaaabba ∈∀=>= ,,0),(),(),( δδδ
 - data input: dissimilarity - data input: dissimilarity

 - candidate clusters (unmarked) = maximal clusters - candidate clusters (unmarked) = maximal clusters

),0[EE: ∞→×δ

 -  - aggregationaggregation index ( index (linklink  betweenbetween clusters),  clusters), µµ : :
- single linkage- single linkage
- - completecomplete linkage linkage
- - averageaverage linkage linkage

 - set inclusion  - set inclusion orderorder on  on thethe set of clusters: set of clusters:
- - predecessorpredecessor//successorsuccessor
- comparable clusters- comparable clusters

 -  - usuallyusually  f(X  f(X∪∪Y) = Y) = µµ(X,Y)(X,Y)

Agglomerative Hierarchical ClassificationAgglomerative Hierarchical Classification
(2/3)(2/3)
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1. 1. InitialisationInitialisation::  iteriter    ←← 0; Clusters are the singletons of set E. 0; Clusters are the singletons of set E.

2.2.  iteriter    ←← iter iter  + 1;+ 1;

        MergeMerge    X and Y which are - in the sense of X and Y which are - in the sense of µµ  - the two nearest- the two nearest
clusters; compute f(Xclusters; compute f(X∪∪YY))

3. 3. ReductionReduction:: Eliminate the successors found on the same Eliminate the successors found on the same
  level   level ff with their predecessor, if there are any with their predecessor, if there are any

4. 4. UpdateUpdate  µµ  ,,  predecessorpredecessor links,  links, successor successor linkslinks

5. 5. StoppingStopping  rulerule:: Repeat step 2-4, until the set E becomes a  Repeat step 2-4, until the set E becomes a 
clustercluster

f f ←← 0; 0;

AlgorithmAlgorithm AHC (3/3) AHC (3/3)
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•• 2-3 2-3 HierarchyHierarchy [Bertrand 2002]: [Bertrand 2002]:

A  B

••      ProperProper intersection intersection::
- A - A properlyproperly  intersectsintersects  B, if AB, if A∩∩BB∉∉{∅∅,A,B,A,B}

- - eacheach cluster  cluster isis  nonemptynonempty

- - thethe  properproper intersection of  intersection of twotwo clusters  clusters isis  alsoalso a cluster a cluster
- - eacheach cluster  cluster properlyproperly  intersectsintersects no more  no more thanthan one  one otherother

   cluster   cluster

Concept: Concept: - - in a 2-3 in a 2-3 hierarchyhierarchy, for , for any three any three clusters clusters at least twoat least two  
pairs of pairs of them them are are hierarchicalhierarchical

- - E E and singletons are clustersand singletons are clusters

2-3 2-3 HierarchiesHierarchies: : DefinitionsDefinitions
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•• TheThe  numbernumber of  of elementselements of a 2-3  of a 2-3 hierarchyhierarchy  thatthat are are
not not reducedreduced  toto singletons,  singletons, isis  atat  mostmost 



 − )1n(

2
3

•• EachEach 2-3  2-3 hierarchicalhierarchical set  set systemsystem on E  on E isis a a
collection of collection of intervalsintervals of  of somesome  linearlinear  orderorder
defineddefined on E. on E.

2-3 Hierarchy2-3 Hierarchy PyramidPyramid

2-3 2-3 HierarchiesHierarchies: : PropertiesProperties
[Bertrand 2002][Bertrand 2002]
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1. 1. InitialisationInitialisation::    iteriter    ←← 0; Clusters are the singletons of set E. 0; Clusters are the singletons of set E.

2.2.  iteriter    ←← iter iter  + 1;+ 1;

MergeMerge  X and Y which are - in the sense of   X and Y which are - in the sense of µµ  - the two - the two 
      nearest       nearest non-comparablenon-comparable clusters, such that at least clusters, such that at least
      one of them is maximal; compute f(X      one of them is maximal; compute f(X∪∪YY))

3. 3. MergeMerge  X  X∪∪YY and the other predecessor of X or Y, if it and the other predecessor of X or Y, if it exists. exists. 
compute f(Xcompute f(X∪∪YY))

4. 4. ReductionReduction::  Eliminate the successors found on the same   Eliminate the successors found on the same 
    level     level f f  with their predecessor, if there are any with their predecessor, if there are any

5. 5. UpdateUpdate    µµ  , , predecessorpredecessor links,  links, successor successor linkslinks

6. 6. StoppingStopping  rulerule::  Repeat step 2-5, until the set E becomes a    Repeat step 2-5, until the set E becomes a  
         cluster         cluster

f f ←← 0; 0;

AlgorithmAlgorithm of 2-3AHC of 2-3AHC
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•• GeneralizesGeneralizes  thethe AHC: AHC:
- a cluster - a cluster cancan  bebe  mergedmerged  withwith  twotwo  differentdifferent clusters clusters

•• Double single Double single linkagelinkage [ [JullienJullien, Bertrand 2002]:, Bertrand 2002]:
}:),(),,({)( clustercandidateZZYXYXMinYXf ∪=∪ µµ

•• ComplexityComplexity: : O(nO(n22  loglog  n)n)

AlgorithmAlgorithm of 2-3AHC of 2-3AHC
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We use an ordered dissimilarity matrix on three levels:We use an ordered dissimilarity matrix on three levels:

Step 1.Step 1.  InitialisationInitialisation::  Compute and order the dissimilarityCompute and order the dissimilarity
      matrix, O(n      matrix, O(n22  loglog  n)n)

Step 2. Step 2. MergeMerge  X and Y … : Retrieve (X,Y) from the data structure,  X and Y … : Retrieve (X,Y) from the data structure,
      and create X      and create X∪∪Y, O(1)Y, O(1)

Step 3. Step 3. MergeMerge  X  X∪∪YY and … : Intermediate merging with O(n)  and … : Intermediate merging with O(n) 
      complexity      complexity

- dissimilarity values- dissimilarity values
- cardinality of the two clusters- cardinality of the two clusters
- lexicographical order- lexicographical order

Analysis of Complexity (1/3)Analysis of Complexity (1/3)
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Step 4. Step 4. ReductionReduction::  We have five possible cases of reduction   We have five possible cases of reduction 
when merging a cluster:when merging a cluster:

- eliminate the successors found on the same level- eliminate the successors found on the same level
with their predecessorwith their predecessor

- complexity O(n)- complexity O(n)

AnalysisAnalysis of  of ComplexityComplexity (2/3) (2/3)

α. α

β1
β2

β2

β2
X’ Y’Z
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Step 5. Step 5. UpdateUpdate  µµ  ::

- compute new dissimilarities and store them in - compute new dissimilarities and store them in 
         the matrix, O(n   the matrix, O(n  loglog  n)n)

- eliminate dissimilarities containing non candidates- eliminate dissimilarities containing non candidates
   clusters, O(n   clusters, O(n  loglog  n)n)

Total complexity of the algorithmTotal complexity of the algorithm::

                     O(n                     O(n22  loglog  n) + nn) + n××O(nO(n  loglog  n) n) →→  O(nO(n22  loglog  n)n)
                        step 1.   step 1.            steps 2. - 5. steps 2. - 5.

AnalysisAnalysis of  of ComplexityComplexity (3/3) (3/3)
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  SimulatedSimulated data data::
        - complexity         - complexity ⇒⇒  O(nO(n22  loglog  n)n)

Execution timesExecution times ComplexityComplexity

ApplicationApplication

nn nn

t(ms)t(ms) t/(nt/(n22 log n) log n)
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Ongoing and Future workOngoing and Future work::
- study of the quality of the 2-3 AHC compared with- study of the quality of the 2-3 AHC compared with
   AHC and other classification methods   AHC and other classification methods
- study of the applicability of 2-3 AHC in the context- study of the applicability of 2-3 AHC in the context
   of Web Usage Mining   of Web Usage Mining

Contributions:Contributions:
- a new formulation of the 2-3 AHC algorithm- a new formulation of the 2-3 AHC algorithm
- a reduction of complexity- a reduction of complexity
- a first implementation of the 2-3 AHC algorithm (Java) and - a first implementation of the 2-3 AHC algorithm (Java) and 
  its integration in CBR*Tools, a Case Based Reasoning  its integration in CBR*Tools, a Case Based Reasoning
   framework framework
- an experimental validation of the complexity on - an experimental validation of the complexity on 
   simulated data    simulated data 

ConclusionsConclusions


